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ABSTRACT
Unconventional reservoirs are multi-variate problems requiring integration of data across
multiple disciplines. Integration of multi-scale data to solve shale plays has become increas-
ingly more common (Roth (2010), Norton & Tushingham (2011), Quirein et al. (2012), Xie
et al. (2012), Close et al. (2012)). In this thesis I examine microseismic data heterogeneity
by integrating borehole imagery and cluster analysis of the well logs along the horizontal
sections of two horizontal wells to delineate microseismic data trends. Microseismic data
are the direct measurement of the real time hydraulic fracture treatment or stimulation and
reveals the reaction of the subsurface to stimulation. Microseismic data are often not studied
at the wellbore scale, yet this is exactly where the stimulation initiates.
Horizontal wells are rarely horizontal. The well can traverse tens of feet from the heel to
the toe of the well and undulate in and out of the pay. In addition, the geologic structure
intersecting the well, such as faults, can cause the well to penetrate varying lithology without
a change in well deviation or azimuth. Thus, stage locations along the horizontal section of
the well are in and out of the pay and as a result affect the stimulation and the microseismic
data. Therefore, I examine the lithological and structural components along the entire
horizontal section of two wells and utilize the results to delineate the microseismic data
heterogeneity.
Integrating horizontal borehole imagery and cluster analysis can aid in quantifying the
lithology and structure controlling microseismic data heterogeneity. Areas depicting a dis-
tinct difference in microseismic data trends are primarily due to the lithology and structure
along the horizontal wellbore. It was found that linear microseismic data trends are due
to lack of a natural fracture network and are affected by the modern day stress field and
clustered microseismic data trends are due to a complex natural fracture network and an
greater amount of natural fractures. Additionally, the microseismic magnitude was found to
iii
be directly related to the lithology and structure along the horizontal wellbore.
Microseismic data heterogeneity is dependent on the lithology and structure along the
horizontal section of horizontal wells. The results of this integrated, multi-scale study are
used to explain production in two horizontal wells, aid in the interpretation of future micro-
seismic data sets, and improve future well locations and completions in Wattenberg Field.
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The research presented is a part of a joint research effort between the Reservoir Charac-
terization Project and Anadarko Petroleum Corporation. The Wattenberg Project, Phase
XV, began July 1, 2013. The main objective of the Wattenberg Project is to guide well spac-
ing and completions to improve ultimate hydrocarbon recovery. Shale reservoir development
is dependent on integration of data and multiple disciplines to solve multivariate problems.
This thesis focuses on integrating both horizontal borehole imagery and a vertically derived,
horizontally applied cluster analysis with microseismic data to identify how heterogeneity
influences completions along the wellbore.
Wattenberg Field is located in northeast Colorado (Figure 1.1). The United States En-
ergy Information Administration in 2009 noted Wattenberg Field as the 10th largest gas field
and 13th largest oil field in the United States (Energy Information Agency, 2009). Watten-
berg Field is one of the most active fields in the United States (Ladd, 2001). Unconventional
reservoirs in Wattenberg Field have become more attractive to petroleum companies due to
advances in horizontal drilling and stimulation. Horizontal drilling and stimulation is now
currently the primary technique to produce petroleum in the Niobrara Formation of Wat-
tenberg Field. This technique will be implemented in the Wattenberg Field in the coming
years and provides the need to understand how to effectively drill, stimulate, and produce
current and future wells (Ladd, 2005).
This thesis focuses on utilizing horizontal borehole image logs and cluster analyses to
quantify geological and completion characteristics along the horizontal section of three well-
bores. Then, combine the interpretations and results of the horizontal borehole image logs
and cluster analyses to delineate microseismic data heterogeneity. Horizontal borehole im-
age logs and cluster analyses can quantify the geological characteristics along the wellbore
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Figure 1.1: Map depicting the location of Wattenberg Field among other shale plays in the
Lower 48 States of the United States. Modified from Energy Information Agency (2009).
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before stimulation and these geological characteristics should affect the stimulation. Con-
sequently, since microseismic data measures the propagation of stimulation as it advances
through a formation, quantifying geological characteristics along the horizontal section of the
wellbore where the stimulation initiates can determine the factors governing microseismic
data heterogeneity.
1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this study are:
• Apply vertical well cluster analysis to the horizontal section of two Niobrara wells for
a horizontal formation evaluation
• Quantify the geological characteristics, specifically natural fractures, along the hori-
zontal section of the wellbore using borehole imagery for two Niobrara and one Codell
horizontal well
• Integrate the cluster analysis and borehole imagery results to delineate microseismic
data heterogeneity
• Identify microseismic data heterogeneities due to completion characteristics
• Utilize the results to explain production differences between wells
1.2 Geology
The Cretaceous Niobrara and Carlile Formations were deposited within the Western
Interior Seaway (Sonnenberg & Weimer, 1993). The Niobrara Formation (Figure 1.4) varies
in thickness from 240 to 450 ft. There are two members in the Niobrara Formation: the
Smoky Hill Member and the Fort Hays Limestone Member. The lithology of the Smoky
Hill Member of the Niobrara Formation is composed of limestones (chalks) and interbedded
calcareous shales (marls). Coccoliths, inoceramids, and formanifera remains make up most
of the limestone matrix (Lockridge & Scholle, 1978). The lowest member of the Niobrara
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Formation is the Fort Hays Limestone Member. The Fort Hays Limestone Member overlies
the Carlile Formation. The Carlile Formation varies in thickness from 80 to less than 25
ft. There are four members in the Carlile Formation: the Fairport Chalk, the Blue Hill
Shale, the Codell Sandstone, and the Juana Lopez Member. The Blue Hill Shale is not
present in Wattenberg Field and the Juana Lopez Member is too thin and lenticular to
map in Wattenberg Field. The two members present that in the Carlile Formation within
Wattenberg Field are the Fairport Chalk and Codell Sandstone (Weimer et al., 1986).
1.2.1 Regional Tectonics
The Niobrara and Carlile Formations were deposited in the Western Interior Cretaceous
Basin (Figure 1.2). This cratonic (foreland) basin extended across North America from the
Arctic to the Gulf of Mexico. Sedimentation in the basin was sourced from the east and
west sides of the basin, but the dominant source of sedimentation was from the west where
the thickest successions are located. Depositional environments range from coastal plain to
shoreline to marine shelf to deepwater (Weimer, 1984).
The Western Interior Cretaceous Basin was structurally altered beginning 75 million years
ago during the Laramide Orogeny and produced multiple intermontane basins compose of
the Rocky Mountain basins observed today (Weimer, 1984). The Denver Basin, which holds
Wattenberg Field, is one of the many intermontane basins produced from the Laramide
Orogeny. The regional extent of the Denver Basin is shown in (Figure 1.3). The Denver
Basin is bounded to the west by the Rocky Mountains, to the northwest by the Hartville
Uplift, to the northeast by the Chadron Arch, thins out to the east, to the southeast by
the Las Animas Arch, and to the southwest by the Apishapa Uplift. Cross section A-A’ in
Figure 1.3 shows a model of the subsurface stratigraphy of the Denver Basin. The dip of the
stratigraphy in the east (A’) is gently to the west (A) until the thickest succession occurs.
The stratigraphy in the west dips steeply to the east (Knepper et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.2: Map of the Western Interior Cretaceous Basin (Blakey, 2014).
5
Figure 1.3: Map of the regional extent of the Denver Basin (Knepper et al., 2002).
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1.2.2 Reservoir Units
The Niobrara Formation and Carlile Formation are hydrocarbon-bearing geological in-
tervals in Wattenberg Field, Colorado. Figure 1.4 shows the stratigraphic column of the
Niobrara Formation, Carlile Formation, and surrounding geological units. The Niobrara
Formation is bounded on the top by the Sharon Springs Member and on the bottom by the
Codell Member of the Carlile Formation (Sonnenberg & Weimer, 2002). Typically, the B
and C chalks are found within Wattenberg Field, but the A Chalk is missing in the south
of Wattenberg Field along an unconformable surface. The A Chalk is missing in the study
area. The porosity of the chalks commonly exceed 10% (Ladd, 2001). The permeability of
Niobrara chalk is very low between 0.1 and 3 mD. The total organic content (TOC) averages
at 3.2%, but can be as high as 5.8% in the Smoky Hill Member (Pollastro & Scholle, 1986).
The thickness variation in individual Niobrara benches depends on basin and structural lo-
cation, but averages about 47 ft (Sonnenberg & Weimer, 2002). The Smoky Hill Member
overlays the Fort Hays Limestone Member. The Carlile Formation is bounded on the top
by the Fort Hays Limestone Member and on the bottom by the Greenhorn Formation. The
Upper Carlile Formation contains the Codell Member and the Lower Carlile Formation con-
tains the Fairport Chalk. The Codell Member is primarily a very fine to fine grain, gray,
bioturbated sandstone (Weimer et al., 1986). Data on the Fairport Chalk is limited, but it
is generally a chalky shale gray to dark gray in color (Hattin, 1962). The primary drilling
targets in this study are the Niobrara C Chalk and the Codell Sandstone Member of the
Carlile Formation.
The C bench of the Niobrara Formation is composed of mixed, dominantly chalk and
organic-rich marl lithologies. Coccolith fecal pellets are distinct for the Niobrara Formation.
The chalk facies are dominantly carbonate material, little clay, and little quartz and are a
reservoir rock. The marls contain more clay and quartz, but less carbonate (Pollastro &
Scholle, 1986) compared to the chalks. The organic-rich marls are the major hydrocarbon
source and sealing lithologies (Longman et al., 2011). The total organic content (TOC)
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Figure 1.4: Stratigraphic section of the Denver Basin and expanded stratigraphic section of
the Niobrara and Carlile Formations with surrounding geological intervals (Sonnenberg &
Weimer, 2002).
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ranges from about 0.85-2.75 weight percent, but can be higher in other areas within the
basin. The TOC rich marls vary in quality vertically and horizontally across the play, but
the TOC content generally increases to the east. The source beds contain primarily Type-II
(marine) kerogen content (Roberts et al., 2005).
The Codell Sandstone Member of the Carlile Formation is a very fine to fine grain,
bioturbated, marine shelf sandstone (Weimer et al., 1986). Some areas of the Wattenberg
Field contain Codell Sandstone with unbioturbated, cross-bedded geological features. These
were most likely deposited within a storm wave-base. The Codell is muddy and contains
about 25% clay (Ladd, 2001). The thickness of the Codell increases westward and ranges
from 3 to 25 ft, but thins out toward the south and east. The porosity derived from well
logs range from 8 to 24% and permeability is less than 0.5 mD (Weimer et al., 1986).
1.3 Available Thesis Data
Eleven horizontal wells were drilled and completed within one section (1x1 mile) named,
for the remainder of this study, Section 24 in an area of Wattenberg Field (Figure 1.5).
Section 24 is the main area of focus for the Wattenberg Project since time lapse multicom-
ponent (4D9C) seismic data were collected for dynamic reservoir characterization of eleven
horizontal wells. The 4D9C data will not be discussed in this study, but the microseismic
data monitoring the stimulation of the eleven wells in Section 24 will be utilized.
In addition, Section 23, directly west of Section 24, contains one well utilized in this study
(Figure 1.5). This particular well was drilled and stimulated prior to the eleven horizontal
wells in the Section 24. The well does not contain microseismic data. Figure 1.6 shows a
simplified map and cross section view of the eleven horizontal wells in Section 24 and the
additional horizontal well in Section 23. Seven of the eleven horizontal wells in Section 24
targeted the C Bench of the Niobrara Formation (blue) and the other four wells targeted the
Codell Sandstone (yellow). The well in Section 23 targeted the Codell Sandstone.
Three wells are utilized in this study: 101CD, 6N and 2N. Well 101CD in Section 23
targeted the Codell Sandstone and contains horizontal borehole imagery. Wells 6N and 2N
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in Section 24 targeted the chalk of the Niobrara C Bench and also contain horizontal borehole
imagery. First, the cluster analysis of 6N and 2N are discussed. Second, horizontal borehole
image logs for 101CD, 6N, and 2N are examined. Third, microseismic data recorded for 6N
and 2N is delineated based on the results of the cluster analysis and horizontal borehole
imagery.
Figure 1.5: Map view of Section 24 and Section 23. Modified from COGCC (2015).
1.3.1 Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis was conducted to better quantify reservoir quality rock. Vertical well
cluster analysis is currently studied, and for this study applied, in the Wattenberg Project.
Figure 1.7 shows the results of the cluster analysis in track 3. This cluster analysis was con-
ducted by Reservoir Characterization Project Ph.D. student Tom Bratton (Bratton, 2014).
The cluster analysis was performed on multiple vertical wells surrounding Section 24. The
10
Figure 1.6: Simplified map and cross section view detailing well location and geometry of
Section 24 and Section 23 (not to scale).
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vertical well cluster analysis was then applied to the horizontal sections of 6N and 2N to
quantify the amount of reservoir quality rock intersected by 6N and 2N.
1.3.2 Horizontal Borehole Imagery
Three horizontal borehole image logs (BIL) were acquired in three horizontal wells to
characterize the geology along the wellbore prior to stimulation. Two wells, 6N and 2N,
targeted the Niobrara C Chalk and logged with Halliburton’s X-tended Range Micro Imager
(XRMI) Tool. The additional logged well targeted the Codell Sandstone in Section 23. The
well in Section 23, 101CD, was logged with Schlumberger’s Formation Microimager Tool
(FMI).
1.3.3 Microseismic Data
Passive surface microseismic data were collected to monitor the stimulation of the eleven
horizontal wells in Section 24. The surface microseismic data were acquired by Microseismic
Inc. using their FracStar array. The microseismic data were delivered to Anadarko Petroleum
Corporation and to the Reservoir Characterization Project (Figure 1.8). Microseismic data
are not available for well 101CD.
For this study, the microseismic data will be utilized as a whole and discusses the mi-
croseismic data in detail for two wells containing horizontal borehole imagery (6N and 2N)
as shown in Figure 1.8. Niobrara wells are colored blue and Codell wells are colored yellow.
The stimulation begins at the end or the toe of each well and is dubbed stage 1 per each
well. All stages with identical stage numbers are the same color from well to well in the
microseismic data. For example, stage 1 (toe of the well) is always colored red for each well.
The microseismic data are scaled to magnitude for every image and the scale will remain
constant for this study. Notice no microseismic data are recorded for the furthest west well,
101CD, located in Section 23 (top).
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Figure 1.7: Vertical well cluster analysis (Bratton, 2014).
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Figure 1.8: Results of the passive surface microseismic data for all Section 24 wells (top)




Cluster analysis is a technique used to group data of similar properties into specified cate-
gories. Cluster analysis in this study is used to group similar lithologies based on the texture
and composition measured from well logs. Unconventional reservoir rocks are composed of
many minerals with different petrophysical properties, rendering classical petrophysics am-
biguous. This ambiguity leads to uncertainty in reservoir quality and clouds any attempt to
understand the effectiveness of completions (Bratton, 2014).
This chapter discusses the vertical and horizontal well cluster analysis and defines the
lithologies surrounding each stage location. First, the vertical well cluster analysis is de-
scribed. Then, the vertical well cluster analysis is applied to wells 6N and 2N to quantify
the lithologies along the horizontal section of each well. Second, the stage locations for each
well are quantified as a function of lithology to determine what stages are in and out of the
pay.
2.1 Horizontal Well Cluster Analysis
The lithology intersected by the horizontal wells of 6N and 2N need to related to the
lithology in the vertical well as defined by the vertical well cluster analysis. The vertical
cluster analysis was conducted on well 5 less than half a mile from Section 24 (Figure 2.1).
The vertical well cluster analysis utilized five well logs to discriminate lithologies from the
Sharon Springs Member of the Pierre Shale to the Carlile Formation. The five well logs
utilized were GR, bulk density, volumetric photoelectric factor, thermal neutron porosity,
and deep resistivity and, as a result, ten lithologies were identified as shown in track 3 of
Figure 1.7.
The horizontal section of wells 6N and 2N targeted the Niobrara C Chalk. Three of the
ten lithologies identified from the vertical well cluster analysis are present in the C Chalk
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Figure 2.1: Map view of Section 24, Section 23, and the location of well 5 as shown by the
red arrow. Modified from COGCC (2015).
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and C Marl zones of the Niobrara C Bench as shown in track 3 of Figure 2.2. The three
lithologies are chalk (red), low GR marl (light blue), and high GR marl (black). The three
lithologies in the Niobrara C Bench were discriminated utilizing the five well logs from well
5. Since the horizontal section of 6N and 2N only contain GR, the three lithologies must be
able to be discriminated with only GR if the vertical well cluster analysis is to be applied
to the horizontal sections of 6N and 2N. Figure 2.3 shows a box-and-whisker plot of the ten
lithologies from the vertical well cluster analysis as defined by GR. The box-and-whisker
plot shows the chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl within the Niobrara C Bench do not
overlap one another and therefore the chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl lithologies
can be discriminated using only GR. The GR limits discriminating the chalk, low GR marl,
and high GR marl can be derived from the vertical well cluster analysis and applied to the
horizontal sections of 6N and 2N. The GR limits are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Table of GR limits derived from vertical well cluster analysis
Lithology GR Limit (API) Color
Chalk <110 Red
Low GR Marl 110-141 Light Blue
High GR Marl >141 Black/Gray
The GR logs of wells 6N and 2N were normalized to well 5 to emphasize the geology and
minimize the effects of the well logging environment such as well logging company, well log
vintage, tool vintage, and bore hole conditions. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show the GR log
normalization before (top) and after (bottom) for 6N and 2N.
The vertical well cluster analysis was applied to the horizontal section of the wells 6N
and 2N and each lithology was colored as shown in Table 2.1. Cross sections of 6N and 2N
with normalized GR logs are shown in Figure 2.6. The X and Y axes are scaled the same
to portray the view of the wells in a true cross section view. GR is scaled the same for both
wells. The heel of 6N is landed nearly 100 ft deeper compared to 2N. The toe of well 6N
is landed higher in the section than the toe section of 2N. 6N is was drilled toe up while
17
Figure 2.2: Zoomed-in vertical well cluster analysis (Bratton, 2014).
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Figure 2.3: Box-and-whisker plot of GR from the cluster analysis.
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2N is drilled toe down. Neither well was drilled perfectly horizontal and undulates tens of
feet along the horizontal section of the well. This is directly correlated to the alterations in
GR along the horizontal section of each well showing that the wells are penetrating different
lithologies along the entire horizontal section of the well.
Figure 2.7 shows wells 6N and 2N with the vertical well derived, horizontal well applied
cluster analysis. Once again, the X and Y axes are scaled the same to portray the view of
the wells in a true cross section view and GR is scaled the same for both wells. The red,
light blue, and gray squares or rectangles following the wellbores show the chalk, low GR
marl, and high GR marl (Table 2.1) penetrated by the horizontal section of each well. It is
now clearer to quantify the lithology along the wellbore with the horizontally applied cluster
analysis. Since the vertical well cluster analyses has been applied to the horizontal sections
of 6N and 2N, stage locations can be defined as a function of lithology. This is discussed in
the next section.
The variation of lithology along wells 6N and 2N is not only due to undulation, but also
geologic structure. The geological structure of Section 24 contains normal faults, grabens,
dipping beds, and folding. Figure 2.8 shows the geosteering diagrams for 6N and 2N. Re-
gardless of well undulations, geologic structure can also cause wells to penetrate varying
lithology along the wellbore. For example, the horizontal section of a well can intersect
different lithology from one side of a fault to the other depending on the throw of the fault.
Horizontal wells can also intersect varying lithology due to folded beds, dipping beds, or
lateral changes in lithology without any changes in well deviation or azimuth.
2.2 Stage Location as a Function of Lithology
Figures from the previous section show the horizontal section of the well penetrating
differing lithologies due to either well undulation and/or geologic structure. Since the wells
penetrate varying lithology along the wellbore, stages will be located in varying lithologies
along the wellbore.
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Figure 2.4: GR log normalization for well 6N (turquoise) and well 5 (red).
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Figure 2.5: GR log normalization for well 2N (turquoise) and well 5 (red).
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Figure 2.9 shows stage locations as a function of lithology for well 6N. The stars along
the well represent the location of each stage and the color of the star represents the lithology
the stage is located within. 6N contains 7 stages in chalk, 12 stages in low GR marl, and 13
stages in high GR marl. The chalk stage locations are grouped together toward the toe of
the well. The high GR marl stage locations are grouped at the heel of the well and sporadic
for the rest of the well. The low GR marl stage locations are grouped together after the
group of high GR marl stage locations at the heel of the well. The rest of the low GR marl
stage locations are mixed with high GR marl stage locations at the toe of the well. The stage
locations are grouped together since the well intersects only 2 large faults. Faults along the
wellbore of 6N are discussed further in the next chapters.
Figure 2.10 stage locations as a function of lithology for well 2N. 2N contains 5 stages in
chalk, 13 stages in low GR marl, 13 stages in high GR marl, and 3 stages were unstimulated
due to high wellbore pressure. Cluster analysis was unable to clarify the lithology of the first
stage (toe) of the well due to lack of GR at the end of the well. There is one group of low
GR marl stage locations near the middle of the well, but generally the stage locations as a
function of lithology are randomly located along the wellbore, which is unlike the grouped
stage locations of 6N. The lack of grouping in 2N compared to 6N is primarily due to the
presence of 12 large faults along the wellbore of 2N causing the well to penetrate varying
lithologies along the wellbore. Faults along the wellbore of 2N are discussed further in the
next chapters.
2.3 Summary
A vertical well derived cluster analysis from a nearby well was applied to the horizontal
section of wells 6N and 2N in Section 24. The vertical well cluster analysis utilized five well
logs and discriminated three lithologies in the Niobrara C Bench. The three lithologies were
able to be discriminated using only GR, which is crucial since the horizontal wells contain
only GR. Each GR log in the horizontal section of two wells were normalized to the vertical
well where the vertical cluster analysis was performed. The cluster analysis was applied to
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the horizontal section of 6N and 2N and showed the varying lithology along the wellbore
due to undulation and geologic structure. Finally, the cluster analysis was utilized to define
stage locations as a function of lithology for both 6N and 2N. Well 6N contains grouped
stage locations whereas 2N lacked grouped stage locations due to primarily the presence of
many large faults intersecting the wellbore.
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Figure 2.6: West looking cross section view of wells 6N (top) and 2N (bottom).
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Figure 2.7: West-looking cross section view of wells 6N (top) and 2N (bottom) with cluster analysis applied (Red: Chalk, Light
Blue: Low GR Marl, Gray: High GR Marl).
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Figure 2.8: Geosteering diagrams for 6N (top) and 2N (bottom).
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Figure 2.9: West looking cross section views of well 6N with lithology specific stage locations along the wellbore (Red: Chalk,
Light Blue: Low GR Marl, Gray: High GR Marl).
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Figure 2.10: West looking cross section views of well 2N with lithology specific stage locations along the wellbore (Red: Chalk,
Light Blue: Low GR Marl, Gray: High GR Marl, Black: Unstimulated Stages).
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CHAPTER 3
HORIZONTAL BOREHOLE IMAGE LOGS
Borehole imagery are electronic pictures of the rocks and fluids within the borehole. The
images are developed by multiple microresistivity measurements surrounding the wellbore.
First, the tool is sent to the bottom of the hole. Then, arms of the tool extend until contact
is made with the tool and the wellbore wall. The tool is retrieved within the hole at about
1700 ft/hr while the tool measures the resistivity of the formation at a high sampling rate.
The borehole coverage is anywhere from about 40-80% depending on the tool type and the
hole size. Generally, the smaller the hole size the larger the borehole coverage. The area that
is not covered by the pads are shown as white strips on the final processed image. The mud
must be conductive during the logging run since the image logs are electrical and typically the
best image is obtained when the ratio between the formation and mud resistivity is less than
1,000. Borehole imagery supplies geological characteristics of the wellbore such as natural
fractures, faults, bedding dip, unconformities, cross bedding, porosity, and other features.
Case studies have shown that borehole imagery is best used in conjunction with other logs,
core, production, (Asquith et al., 2004) or, in our case, cluster analysis and microseismic
data.
This chapter discusses the image log tools, processing of image logs, and interpretation
of each of the three logs available. First, two tool types, Halliburton’s X-tended Range
Micro Imager (XRMI) and Schlumberger’s Formation Microimager (FMI), will be discussed
in detail. Next, the image log processing of well 2N will be covered. The image processing
for the other 2 image logs in wells 6N and 101CD will not be discussed since the image log
processing techniques are similar. The last section will cover the interpretations of three
BIL’s in wells 101CD, 6N, and 2N.
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3.1 Borehole Image Log Tool Descriptions
Each image log tool can differ significantly. Measurement physics of each tool in reference
to image processing may differ drastically and must be accounted for. The finalized image
will appear different depending on the tool type and design as well. This chapter discusses
the tool specifications for Halliburton’s XRMI tool and Schlumberger’s FMI tool. Table 3.1
shows the summary of each borehole image tool utilized in the study.
Table 3.1: Summary of tool specifications for each tool utilized
Company Halliburton Schlumberger
Tool Name XRMI FMI
Tool Type Electrical Electrical
Mud Base Water Water
Number of Arms 6 4
Number of Pads 6 4
Number of Flaps 0 4
Number of Electrodes 150 192
Maximum Working Temperature (◦F) 350 350
Maximum Working Pressure (kpsi) 20 20
Tool Diameter (in) 5 5
Minimum Hole Size (in) 6 5 7/8
Tool Length (ft) 24.18 24.4
Tool Weight (lb) 496 433.7
Borehole Coverage (Hole Size (in)) 67% (8.5) 80% (8)
3.1.1 Halliburton X-tended Range Micro Imager
Halliburton’s XRMI tool (Figure 3.1) is an electrical, wireline, open hole imaging tool.
The XRMI tool provides microresistivity measurements in wells drilled with water-based
mud. XRMI has a 32 bit digital signal acquisition system enabling the tool to have a very
high signal to noise ratio (Halliburton, 2008).
The XRMI tool consists of six articulated arms each equipped with a pad. The articulat-
ing arms help keep the pads in contact with the formation while the tool is pulled through
the hole. Each pad contains two rows of electrodes and 25 electrodes total. The tool can
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Figure 3.1: Halliburton’s XRMI tool (Halliburton, 2008).
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be used in highly resistive formations (Rt > 2000 ohmm) or salty borehole fluids (Rm < 0.1
ohmm). XRMI measures resistivity at a very high sampling rate (120 samples/ft), which
can detect millimeter size geological features (Halliburton, 2008).
XRMI can log in temperatures and pressures up to 350◦F(177◦C) and 20,000 psi(137
MPa), respectively. The largest diameter of the tool is 5 in(12.7 cm) and can be run in hole
sizes as small as 6 in(15.24 cm), but can be used in holes sizes up to 21 in(53.34 cm). The
length of the tool is 24.18 ft(7.37 m) and weighs 496 lb(225 kg). The borehole coverage in
an 8.5 in hole is 67%. XRMI can be used in salt or freshwater borehole fluids and the tool
is positioned centrally in the borehole (Halliburton, 2008).
3.1.2 Schlumberger Formation Microimager
Schlumberger’s FMI tool (Figure 3.2) is also an electrical, wireline, open hole imaging tool
and records resistivity measurements at 120 samples/ft. FMI must be used in water-based
mud (Schlumberger, 2002).
The FMI tool consists of four articulated arms each equipped with a pad and a flap.
Each pad and flap contain 48 electrodes along two rows (Schlumberger, 2002).
FMI can log in temperatures and pressures up to 350◦F(177◦C) and 20,000 psi(137 MPa),
respectively. The largest diameter of the tool is 5 in(12.7 cm) and can be run in hole sizes
as small as 5 7/8 in(14.9225 cm), but can be used in borehole sizes up to 21 in(53.34 cm).
The length of the tool is 24.4 ft(7.4 m). The tool length including the flex joint is 26.4 ft(8
m). The weight of the tool is 433.7 lbs(196.7 kg). The borehole coverage in an 8 in borehole
is 80% (Schlumberger, 2002).
3.1.3 Borehole Image Log Measurement Physics
The measurement physics of electrical image logs will be covered. Each tool may have
slight differences, but each tool utilizes similar measurement physics.
The basic elements of BIL tools are shown in Figure 3.3. Each tool contains pads and
(if present) flaps with a button array or an array of electrodes. The pads are activated
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Figure 3.2: Schlumberger’s FMI tool (Schlumberger, 2002).
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and contact the borehole wall. An electrical current is then applied to each button on the
pads and flaps. The current travels away from the buttons into the formation. The current
initially focuses on the part of the formation directly in front of the button. Then, the
current expands and covers a large vertical depth interval of the formation by traveling
from the lower buttons, contained on the pads and flaps, around the insulated section of
the tool to the upper electrodes contained in the upper or shallower part of the tool string
(Schlumberger, 2002). The depth of the investigation is rather small (< 1 in) and thus the
image produced is the electronic picture of the borehole wall.
The image of the borehole wall is produced from the concatenated array of buttons as
each button creates an individual microresistivity log (Figure 3.4). It is difficult to interpret
the log as a modeled, 3D virtual core, thus the image is unrolled into a more simplistic,
azimuthal image (Figure 3.5). The high resolution component derived from button to button
dominates the image and the low resolution image appears as the gradually altering color
of the background of the image. The image log is a measurement of the resitivity variations
due to lithological or petrophysical characteristics of the formation. Since the depth of
investigation is minimal, these resistivity measurements are closely matched to the shallow
laterlog, but at a higher sampling rate (Schlumberger, 2002).
The spacing between buttons is around 0.2 in. Consequently, any feature that is 0.2 in or
larger appears as its true size. Any feature less than 0.2 can appear if the contrast between
the low and high resolution components is high, but may appear larger than its actual size
and will be smoothed out. Interpretations based from stratigraphy, structure, texture, and
fractures can be completed (Schlumberger, 2002).
3.2 Borehole Image Log Processing
Processing is needed to create an image with minimal artifacts to improve interpretation.
Processing for 101CD was not conducted for this thesis. The processing and final image log
for 101CD was provided by the vendor. Wells 6N and 2N were attempted to be processed,
but could not be processed completely due to accelerometer and magnetometer issues for
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Figure 3.3: Basic elements of electrical BIL tools. Modified from Williams et al. (1997).
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Figure 3.4: Basic elements of electrical BIL tools. Each pad can be seen with its own suite
of microresistivity logs. Modified from Hocker et al. (1990).
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of a horizontal borehole intersecting a planar feature, modeled as a 3D
virtual core, and unraveled into an azimuthal image . Modified from Serra (1989).
both image logs. The accelerometer and magnetometer issues are discussed further in this
section. The processing of the Halliburton XRMI log for 2N will be discussed until the area
describing the processing issue. Then, the steps to continue processing will be discussed on
a previously processed image log to show the entire processing flow for an image log. The
finalized processed image logs for all three wells were provided by the vendor and is utilized
for the interpretations in the next section.
A summary of the processing flow for borehole imagery is shown in Figure 3.6. Each
process will be explained with an image example except for the section describing how to
recover radius values.
The image log from well 2N is imported into the processing program (Figure 3.7). Calipers
(track 2) are checked for reasonable values to observe any problems with hole size. Each pad
array (tracks 4-9) is visually inspected for issues such as an inactive pad during the logging
run. Last, casing at the bottom or top of the hole is noted and, if present, eliminated to
include only the valid part of the BIL.
The doubled radius values (calipers) need to be converted to radii. These variables are
needed or the processing cannot continue further. The radius values are directly derived
from the caliper logs unless the radius values were provided with the original data.
Inclinometry is used to check the quality of the accelerometer and magnetometer data.
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 shows the accelerometer and magnetometer X and Y cross-plots,
respectively for well 2N. The black points represent the measured data and the green points
represent the data after offsets are applied. The red point shows the magnitude of the offset
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Figure 3.6: Basic processing flow for BIL’s.
Figure 3.7: Input data showing caliper and pad array issues associated with casing.
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applied to the measured data. The plots only represent data in 2 dimensions, so the Z axis
should also be examined.
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show large offsets need to be applied to the original data to
correct for accelerometer and magnetometer issues. The differences between the measured
(black) and offset applied (green) data for both the accelerometer and magnetometer are
outside an accepted tolerance indicated by the processing program. The processing program
is unable to fix the large offset for the accelerometer and magnetometer. As a consequence,
the data for 2N cannot be processed further due to the issues with the accelerometer and
the magnetometer. This is the reason why the finalized processed image log from the vendor
was utilized for 2N. Image log processing was not continued further for the image log of 2N.
Similar issues were also encountered while processing data for 6N.
Figure 3.8: Accelerometer cross-plot.
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Figure 3.9: Magnetometer cross-plot.
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Speed correction is used to account for tool sticking due to changes in tool acceleration and
velocity while logging. Depth shifts are applied to adjust the speed of the tool. Figure 3.10
shows an example of a speed correction for an image log from Asquith, 2007.
Figure 3.10: Image log speed correction. Modified from Asquith et al. (2004).
Array processing consists of three parts: pad image creation, image based speed correc-
tion, and button harmonization. First, pad image creation is used to combine each measure-
ment from each button per pad into a single image. Pad image creation is dependent on tool
design and how the data is stored between different tools. Figure 3.11 shows an example of
a pad image creation of an FMI tool with 8 pads and 8 flaps. Tracks 2-17 show the 16 pad
and flap arrays from the FMI tool. Tracks 18-24 shows 8 arrays and each array contains
one combined pad and flap. Second, Figure 3.12 shows an example of an image based speed
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correction. The image on the left has no image based speed correction and the image on the
right shows an image with image based speed correction applied. Speed correction due to
tool sticking may not always fix issues due to tool speed. Depth offsets between pads can
cause a sawtooth effect as shown in the image on the left and create depth shifts between
pads and flaps. Third, Figure 3.13 shows an example of button harmonization. The image
on the left has no button harmonization and the image on the right shows an image with
button harmonization applied. Button harmonization is useful to account for the differences
between button measurements. Notice the image on the left has some vertical stripes. These
issues can be due to the tool or borehole conditions such as buttons measuring mud cake.
Button harmonization works by correcting each button to the average measurement of all
buttons per pad, flap, button array, etc. depending on how the button harmonization is
designed.
Figure 3.11: Pad image creation from an FMI Techlog (2014).
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Figure 3.12: Image based speed correction Techlog (2014).
Figure 3.13: Button harmonization Techlog (2014).
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Pad concatenation is used to simply concatenate all the pad arrays into one single, az-
imuthal image. This is useful since the plot will open quickly as the file size is reduced and
makes interpretation easier. The example shown in Figure 3.14 is the concatenated, static
finalized processed image for well 2N received from the vendor.
Figure 3.14: Pad concatenation (static image) received from vendor.
Histogram equalization was applied to the static image to create a dynamic image. His-
togram equalization defines a scale per depth interval (1 ft.) to the entire log length and
thus the scale changes continuously along the length of the image log. Thus, local features
are enhanced and interpretation becomes easier. Figure 3.15 shows histogram equalization
applied to the static image of well 2N in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.16 is a diagram showing the relationship between azimuth and dip with a planar
surface cutting through a cylinder or a bedding plane cutting through a wellbore. The
diagram to the right shows how the azimuth and dip of a plain would appear as a sine
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Figure 3.15: Histogram equalization (dynamic image) in track 3.
wave on an image log. In horizontal image logs, the higher the amplitude of the sine wave,
the smaller the dip. Figure 3.17 shows a log view of a horizontal BIL. There is a black or
conductive bedding plane interpreted with a green sinusoid. The bottom of the hole enters
the bedding plane first and appears at a shallower measured depth. The top of the hole
enters the same bedding plane later at a deeper measured depth.
3.3 Borehole Image Log Interpretation
Three horizontal BIL’s were interpreted for this study. The first section will consist of
the interpretation of the Codell targeted well 101CD located in Section 23. The next two
sections will consist of the interpretations of the Niobrara C Chalk targeted wells located in
Section 24. Finally, a summary of all the interpretations will conclude this chapter.
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Figure 3.16: Diagram showing how azimuth and dip of a plane through a cylinder is depicted
as a sine wave on a flat surface. Modified from Yared (2014).
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Figure 3.17: Interpretation detailing how the top and bottom of the wellbore relate to the
geometry of a bedding plane on an image log.
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3.3.1 Introduction
Each image log was interpreted using interpreter defined dip classifications. Nine dip
classifications (Figure 3.18) were developed and assigned for each image log: bedding planes,
pyrite-filled bedding planes, large faults, small faults or microfaults, drilling induced trans-
verse fractures (DITF), open natural fractures, lithologically bounded open fractures, sealed
natural fractures, and lithologically bounded sealed fractures. A written description and
example of each dip classification, either by itself or in a group, is described in this section.
The symbol and color associated with each dip classification (Figure 3.18) will remain con-
sistent throughout this study. In addition, the color associated with each dip classification
will be utilized in future rose diagrams, histograms, etc. to represent the dip classifications
clarified in this section.
Figure 3.18: Dip classifications utilized for each image log interpretation in this study.
Dip qualities were assigned to five of the dip classifications: DITF’s, open natural frac-
tures, lithologically bounded open fractures, sealed natural fractures, and lithologically
bounded sealed fractures. Dip qualities range from 0.8 to 1 in increments of 0.1 where
0.8 is an low quality, 0.9 is a medium quality, and 1 is high quality. An explanation and
example of each dip quality is provided later in this section (Figure 3.27).
Each log layout may differ slightly from section to section, but will remain relatively
constant and any changes will be clarified beforehand. Each section in the interpretation
section will begin with a description of each track of the well log layout. Finally, throughout
the study, interpretations or dip picks will remain on the static image (left) and the dynamic
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image (right) will be clear of interpretations for visual comparison.
The log for this section is as follows:
• Track 1: Hole Azimuth, Deviation, Tension
• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
• Track 3: Static Image (with interpretation)
• Track 4: Dynamic Image (without interpretation)
• Track 5: Dip Classification
The first dip classification group covered are bedding planes and pyrite filled bedding
planes (Figure 3.19). Bedding planes appear as high amplitude sinusoids across the image
log and colored green. Bedding planes are nearly horizontal in the study area and thus
they appear as high amplitude sinusoids on the image. Bedding planes vary in thickness
and clarity, but generally bedding planes are interpreted where there is a distinct change in
resistivity across a sinusoid. Pyrite-filled bedding planes are colored yellow and have similar
characteristics to bedding planes, but pyrite-filled bedding planes have conductive, black
circles following the sinusoid across the image. These black circles are pieces of pyrite.
The second dip classification group are faults (Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21). Two types of
faults were discriminated for this study: large and small faults and are colored purple. Large
faults (Figure 3.20) are considered to be faults that have a distinct change in lithology across
the fault observed from GR. Small faults (Figure 3.21) are faults that do not show a large
change in lithology across the fault. The distinction between large and small faults for this
study is not a factor of fault throw, but strictly from a distinct change in lithology across
the fault determined by GR.
The third dip classification are DITF’s (Figure 3.22). Drilling induced transverse frac-
tures form when minimum horizontal stress is low and/or a large weight on bit results in
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Figure 3.19: Bedding plane (green) and pyrite-filled bedding plane (yellow).
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Figure 3.20: Large fault (purple).
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Figure 3.21: Small fault or microfault (purple).
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tensile failure and are colored red. These fractures have a very high dip magnitude and the
orientation parallels maximum horizontal stress (σH) (Miller, 2009).
Figure 3.22: Drilling induced transverse fracture (red).
The last dip classification group are natural fractures (Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24, Fig-
ure 3.26). Natural fractures appear as low amplitude sinusoids across the BIL. Open natural
fractures (Figure 3.23) are conductive due to conductive mud filling the natural fracture,
appear as black sinusoids, and are colored blue. Open or conductive natural fractures can
also indicate natural fractures filled with a conductive material such as pyrite, graphite, or
hematite. Sealed natural fractures (Figure 3.24) are resistive due to resistive material filling
the natural fracture such as calcite, appear as white sinusoids, and are colored turquoise.
Sealed or resistive natural fractures can also be produced by non-uniform pad standoff over
a steeply dipping natural fracture (Figure 3.25). The white or brightening effect observed
around the crest and trough of sealed natural fractures is known as the ”halo effect”. The
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halo effect occurs when the tool is retrieved within the well and there is a large overshoot of
current (low resistivity) when the pad is opposite the natural fracture and large undershoot
(high resistivity) when it is above (Figure 3.25). This phenomena is reversed in the down dip
direction. This is due to the compression of the current as the pad approaches the resistive
layer or natural fracture and expansion as it it moves away from the layer or natural frac-
ture. This often produces a large black section followed by a white section known as the halo
effect (Bourke et al., 1989). Additionally, lithologic bounded natural fractures (Figure 3.26)
appear as low amplitude sinusoids, but do not cross the entire image and are bounded by
lithology. These types of natural fractures are either colored blue for an open lithologically
bounded fracture (OLBF) or turquoise for a sealed lithologically bounded fracture (SLBF).
Figure 3.23: Open natural fracture (blue).
Dip qualities were associated to only two variable groups: DITF’s and natural fractures.
Dip qualities range from 0.8 to 1 in increments of 0.1 where 0.8 is low quality, 0.9 is medium
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Figure 3.24: Sealed natural fracture (turquoise).
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Figure 3.25: Diagram detailing the phenomena governing the halo effect (Bourke et al.
(1989)).
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Figure 3.26: Lithologic bounded fracture.
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quality, and 1 is high quality. Dip qualities are assigned based on two criteria: sine wave
fitting and image quality. The feature is assigned a dip quality of 1 if a sine wave or an
interpretation can be accurately fitted to the feature. The feature is assigned a quality
of 0.9 if a sine wave cannot be fitted to the feature accurately, but the feature is visually
apparent in the image log. Sine waves can be sometimes problematic to fit to a feature due
to processing issues such as depth shifts between pads, borehole rugosity or caving, mud cake
on the wellbore wall, etc. The feature is assigned a dip quality of 0.8 if a sine wave cannot
be fitted to the feature and the feature is poorly imaged. Figure 3.27 shows an example of
dip qualities assigned to open natural fracture interpretations from 1 to 0.8. The top image
is a high quality interpretation. The middle image is a medium quality interpretation. the
bottom image is a low quality interpretation. Assigning dip qualities is important to image
log interpretation due to the simple fact that every feature is not imaged perfectly within
the BIL. Thus, dip quality should be assigned to interpretations for a more quantitative,
reliable analysis.
Dip qualities for rose diagrams throughout the study contain only dip qualities equal to
1 or high dip qualities since the orientation of geological features is highly dependent on how
accurate a sine wave can be fitted to a feature. The dip qualities utilized with histograms,
and henceforward with all histograms in this study, are 0.9 and 1 or medium and high dip
qualities. Utilizing both medium and high dip qualities for histograms is justifiable. The
orientation (rose diagrams) of geological features is completely dependent upon how accurate
the sine wave is fitted or interpreted to a feature in the BIL and thus using a high dip quality
is a must. However, histograms are a measure of count and not affected by how accurate sine
waves are fitted to a feature. Thus, including medium and high dip qualities is acceptable.
3.3.2 Well 101CD
The log layout for this section is as follows:
• Track 1: Hole Azimuth, Deviation, Tension
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Figure 3.27: Dip qualities associated to open natural fractures. The top image is assigned a
quality of 1, the middle image 0.9, and the last image 0.8.
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• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
• Track 3: Zones
• Track 4: Static Image (with interpretation)
• Track 5: Dynamic Image (without interpretation)
• Track 6: Dip Classification
Well 101CD was targeted for the Codell Sandstone in Section 23, which is about 1300
ft away from the nearest Codell targeted well in Section 24 (Figure 3.28). The image log
was collected utilizing the FMI tool. The image log length is about 2,700 ft (822 m), only
about 63% of the entire horizontal length of the wellbore was logged. The image log quality
generally across the entire image log (Figure 3.29) is poor due to high borehole rugosity as
shown by the difference between the Bit Size and Caliper logs in Track 2 (turquoise fill). The
analysis of the entire log will be discussed first and followed by analysis per lithology/zone.
Figure 3.28: Simplified cross section view looking north detailing well location and geometry
of Section 24 and Section 23 (not to scale). Well 101CD is marked with a red arrow.
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Figure 3.29: Log layout detailing the entire image log of 101CD.
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Rose diagrams utilized in this study are useful as they show the frequency and orientation
of a particular type of data (Rockworks, 2015). Each rose diagram for the duration of this
study are oriented to true north. The dip qualities for rose diagrams can be seen on the
bottom of each rose diagram and future diagrams as ”Advanced filter”. First, rose diagram
analysis is shown for each dip classification group for the entire well. Then, rose diagram
analysis per lithology/zone is covered later in this section.
Bedding planes make up most of the dip picks from well 101CD. This is common for
BIL’s. Dip qualities were not assigned to bedding planes and by default are assigned of
a dip quality of 1. Figure 3.30 shows the dip-oriented rose diagram for bedding planes.
Pyrite-filled bedding planes were not observed in well 101CD. This may be due to lithology
or poor BIL quality. The general dip of the bedding planes is to the west, but there is quite
a bit of variability. This could be due to, once again, poor image log quality. Faults are
present in 101CD. Dip qualities were not assigned to faults and by default are assigned a dip
quality of 1. Figure 3.31 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for faults with a general
orientation of about N70◦E. Figure 3.32 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for DITF’s.
The azimuth of the DITF’s or the azimuth of σH is about N65
◦W. Figure 3.33 shows the
azimuth-oriented rose diagram for open (blue) and sealed (turquoise) natural fractures. The
azimuth of natural fractures is about N65◦W, which is identical to the maximum horizontal
stress azimuth.
Figure 3.34 is a histogram detailing the accumulated number of dip picks for the entire
image log interpretation for well 101CD. The dip qualities for histograms can be seen on the
bottom of each histogram and future histograms as ”Advanced filter”. Faults, open natural
fractures, and sealed natural fractures are colored the same although there is a histogram
for each small and large fault, open natural fracture and OLBF, sealed natural fracture
and SLBF. This design will be constant throughout the study. An additional histogram is
available in Figure 3.34 that disregards bedding planes and is rescaled, since bedding planes
dominate the number of dip picks for the previous histogram and it is difficult to observe
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Figure 3.30: Dip-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of bedding planes in well
101CD.
Figure 3.31: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of faults in well
101CD.
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Figure 3.32: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of DITF’s in well
101CD.
Figure 3.33: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of natural fractures
in well 101CD.
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other data. The dip classification with the highest number of dip picks are bedding planes
with 213. There are 9 faults of which 8 are small faults. There are 91 DITF’s, but DITF’s are
primarily utilized for σH azimuth. There are 96 total natural fractures within the BIL. There
are nearly ten times as many open natural fractures compared to sealed natural fractures.
Lithologic bounded natural fractures account for 8 of the 96 natural fractures. 12 of the
13 lithologic bounded natural fractures are open. The BIL for 101CD contains a natural
fracture intensity (Equation 3.1) of 0.036 fractures/ft (3.6 natural fractures per 100 ft).
Natural Fracture Intensity 0.9,1 =
Number of Natural Fractures
Total Borehole Image Log Length
(3.1)
A table summarizing the results of the BIL interpretation of 101CD are shown in Ta-
ble 3.2.
Table 3.2: Summary of the BIL interpretation of 101CD.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 87 N65◦W
Sealed Natural Fractures 9 N65◦W
σH 91 N65
◦W
Large Faults 1 N70◦E
Small Faults 8 N70◦E
Bedding Planes 213 West
Two tracks have been added to the log layout for the next part of this section and three
have been discarded. The log layout is as follows:
• Track 1: Hole Azimuth, Deviation, Tension
• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
• Track 3: Zones
• Track 4: Rose Diagrams
• Track 5: Histograms
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Figure 3.34: Histograms detailing the quantity per dip variable for well 101CD.
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Figure 3.36 shows rose diagrams and histograms for the Fort Hays and Codell in well
101CD. The location of the Fort Hays on the BIL is determinable since the GR measurement
of the Fort Hays is around 20-50 API, which is distinctly low compared to any nearby
geological intervals as shown in track 3 of Figure 3.35. The blue (open natural fractures)
and turquoise (sealed natural fractures) rose diagrams show the azimuth of natural fractures
and the red rose diagrams show the azimuth of σH . The histograms are scaled from 0-60.
The rose diagrams shows the Fort Hays with a similar σH and natural fracture azimuth
of N65◦W for both Fort Hays sections at the beginning and end of the BIL. The Codell
also shows a natural fracture azimuth of N65◦W, but the azimuth of σH is N35
◦W. The
Codell has about a 30◦ variation of maximum horizontal stress azimuth compared to the
Fort Hays. The two sections within the Fort Hays are of similar length. The histograms for
the Fort Hays section between 8,000-8,500 ft. shows a high amount of DITF’s, but only 12
natural fractures (2.4 natural fractures per 100 ft.). This section contains no faults. The
Fort Hays section between 10,000-10,600 ft. shows 43% less DITF’s compared to the Fort
Hays section between 8,000-8,500 ft., but this section contains nearly three times as many
natural fractures as the previous Fort Hays section with 32 natural fractures (5.3 natural
fractures per 100 ft.). This section of the Fort Hays contains 7 faults and may explain the
increased amount of natural fractures. The Codell is the longest zone of the log (1500 ft.)
and contains 15 DITF’s, which is the least amount of DITF’s in all three sections. The
Codell section contains 52 open natural fractures (3.5 natural fractures per 100 ft.) or about
54% of the natural fractures interpreted along the BIL. The Codell section contains 2 faults.
9% of the natural fractures are sealed and are only present in the Fort Hays. This could be
due to lithology or poor image log quality in the Codell.
A table summarizing the results of the BIL interpretation per lithology of 101CD is shown
in Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.35: Log view detailing the distinctly low GR measurement of the Fort Hays.
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Figure 3.36: Log view detailing the geological characteristics of the Fort Hays Limestone
and Codell Sandstone.
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Table 3.3: Summary of the Fort Hays section from 8,000-8,500 ft. of 101CD.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 8 N65◦W





Table 3.4: Summary of the Codell section from 8,500-10,000 ft. of 101CD.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 56 N65◦W




Small Faults 2 N70◦E
Table 3.5: Summary of the Fort Hays section from 10,000-10,600 ft. of 101CD.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 27 N65◦W
Sealed Natural Fractures 5 N65◦W
σH 23 N65
◦W
Large Faults 1 N70◦E
Small Faults 6 N70◦E
3.3.3 Well 6N
The log layout for this section is as follows:
• Track 1: Deviation, Hole Azimuth, Tension
• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
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• Track 3: Zones
• Track 4: Static Image (with interpretation)
• Track 5: Dynamic Image (without interpretation)
• Track 6: Dip Classification, Instantaneous Shut In Pressure (ISIP)
Well 6N was targeted for the Niobrara C Chalk in Section 24 (Figure 3.37). The image
log was collected utilizing the XRMI tool. The image log length is about 4,100 ft (1,250
m). This BIL is nearly twice the length of the BIL in 101CD. The image log quality (Tracks
3 and 4 of Figure 3.38) is higher quality compared to the BIL in well 101CD due to less
borehole rugosity as shown by the difference between the Bit Size and Caliper logs in Track 2
(turquoise fill). The first half of the BIL is missing 1/3 of the image due to two inactive pads
during logging. Track 3 and 4 of Figure 3.38 shows two inactive pads (white) from about
7,600-10,000 ft. The analysis of the entire log is discussed first and followed by analysis per
lithology as defined by the cluster analysis.
Figure 3.37: Simplified cross section view looking north detailing well location and geometry
of Section 24 and Section 23 (not to scale). Well 6N is marked with a red arrow.
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Figure 3.38: Log layout detailing the entire image log of 6N.
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Bedding planes make up most of the dip picks from well 6N. Figure 3.39 shows the dip-
oriented rose diagram for bedding planes and pyrite-filled bedding planes. The general dip
of the bedding planes is generally S70◦E. Pyrite-filled bedding planes are more common in
6N compared to well 101CD, but this could be due to lithology or higher BIL quality. Few
faults are present in 6N. Figure 3.40 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for faults. The
azimuths of faults are generally southwest to northeast, but there is quite a bit of variability.
Figure 3.41 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for DITF’s. The azimuth of the DITF’s
or the azimuth of σH is about N60
◦W, similar to 101CD. Figure 3.42 shows the azimuth-
oriented rose diagram for natural fractures. There are conjugate natural fracture sets present
in 6N. The two natural fracture sets orient at either N60◦E or nearly perpendicular to the
wellbore in an east to west orientation. The natural fracture set trending N60◦E contains
primarily sealed natural fractures and some open natural fractures. The natural fracture set
trending nearly perpendicular to the wellbore contains only open natural fractures.
Figure 3.43 shows two histograms detailing the accumulated number of dip picks for BIL
interpretation of well 6N. The top histogram includes all dip picks and the bottom histogram
disregards bedding planes and is rescaled. The dip classification with the highest number
of dip picks are bedding planes with more than 450. There are only 5 faults present in 6N
of which 4 are large faults. There are 138 DITF’s, but DITF’s are primarily utilized for
σH azimuth. There are 41 natural fractures total for 6N giving a natural fracture intensity
(Equation 3.1) of 0.01 fractures/ft (about 1 natural fracture per 100 ft), which is more than
three times less than 101CD. There are nearly three times as many open natural fractures
compared to sealed natural fractures in 6N. Lithologic bounded natural fractures account for
7 of the 41 total natural fractures. A table summarizing the results of the BIL interpretation
of 6N are shown in Table 3.6.
The vertical well cluster analysis was applied to well 6N. Thus, the amount of natu-
ral fractures per lithology derived from the cluster analysis can be determined. First, the
percentage of chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl the well penetrated is quantified. Fig-
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ure 3.44 shows the GR histogram for the horizontal section of 6N (top) and the amount of
natural fractures per lithology (bottom). The histogram is colored per lithology as described
previously in this section where red is chalk, light blue is low GR marl, and black is high
GR marl. 872 GR measurements were measured in 6N. 25% of the well penetrated chalk,
30% of the well penetrated low GR marl, and 45% of the penetrated high GR marl. Despite
the fact that only 1/4 of the well penetrates chalk, the chalk contains more than half (53%)
of the natural fractures. This leads to the belief that the chalk is indeed more naturally
fractured than the marl in 6N. Nonetheless, the marls within the Niobrara C Bench are still
naturally fractured, but not as much as the chalks in 6N. The chalk also contains 4 of the 7
sealed natural fractures in 6N.
Table 3.6: Summary of the BIL interpretation of 6N.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 34 N60◦E, N90◦E
Sealed Natural Fractures 7 N60◦E
σH 138 N60
◦W
Large Faults 4 N45◦E
Small Faults 1 N45◦E
Bedding Planes 450 S70◦E
3.3.4 Well 2N
The log layout for this section is as follows:
• Track 1: Deviation, Hole Azimuth, Tension
• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
• Track 3: Zones
• Track 4: Static Image (with interpretation)
• Track 5: Dynamic Image (without interpretation)
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Figure 3.39: Dip-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of bedding planes in well
6N.
Figure 3.40: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of faults in well 6N.
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Figure 3.41: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of DITF’s in well
6N.
• Track 6: Dip Classification, Instantaneous Shut In Pressure (ISIP)
Well 2N was targeted for the Niobrara C Chalk in Section 24 (Figure 3.45). The image
log was collected utilizing the XRMI tool. The image log length is about 4,200 ft (1,280
m). This BIL is also nearly twice the length of the image log in 101CD. The image log
quality (Tracks 3 and 4 of Figure 3.46) of 2N is similar to 6N and, once again, higher quality
compared to 101CD. There is much less borehole rugosity as shown by the difference between
the Bit Size and Caliper logs in Track 2 (turquoise fill) compared to well 101CD. The analysis
of the entire log is discussed first and followed by analysis per lithology as defined by the
cluster analysis.
Bedding planes make up most of the dip picks from well 2N. Figure 3.47 shows the
dip-oriented rose diagram for bedding planes and pyrite-filled bedding planes. The general
dip of the bedding planes is S55◦E. Pyrite-filled bedding planes are more common in 2N
compared to 101CD, but this could be due to lithology or higher BIL quality. Figure 3.48
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Figure 3.42: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of natural fractures
in well 6N.
shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for faults. There are no trends with faults and
appear randomly oriented. Figure 3.49 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for DITF’s.
The azimuth of the DITF’s or the azimuth of σH is about N80
◦W, similar to 101CD and 6N.
Figure 3.50 shows the azimuth-oriented rose diagram for natural fractures. There may be
conjugate natural fracture sets present in 2N, but it is not as apparent as 6N. The two natural
fracture sets orient at either N50◦E or N80◦W. The natural fracture set trending N50◦E
contains only open natural fractures. The natural fracture set trending N80◦W contains
both open and sealed natural fractures.
Figure 3.51 shows two histograms detailing the accumulated number of dip picks for the
BIL interpretation for well 2N. The top histogram includes all dip picks and the bottom
histogram disregards bedding planes and is rescaled. The dip classification with the highest
number of dip picks are bedding planes with more than 550. There are 19 faults present in
2N, which is nearly four times as many as 6N. 12 of the faults in 2N are large faults. This
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Figure 3.43: Histograms detailing the quantity per dip variable for well 6N.
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Figure 3.44: Histograms detailing the natural fracture characteristics per lithology for well
6N.
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Figure 3.45: Simplified cross section view looking north detailing well location and geometry
of Section 24 and Section 23 (not to scale). Well 2N is marked with a red arrow.
may explain the lack of lithologically grouped stage locations discussed previously since large
faults are defined by significant changes in lithology observed from the GR log. There are 51
DITF’s, but DITF’s are primarily utilized for σH azimuth. There are 54 natural fractures
total for 2N giving a natural fracture intensity (Equation 3.1) of 0.01 fractures/ft (about
1 natural fracture per 100 ft). The natural fracture intensity for 2N is nearly identical to
the natural fracture intensity of 6N. There are three times as many open natural fractures
compared to sealed natural fractures. Lithologic bounded natural fractures account for 10
of the 54 total natural fractures. A table summarizing the results of the BIL interpretation
of 2N are shown in Table 3.7.
The vertical well cluster analysis was applied to well 2N. Thus, the amount of natural
fractures per lithology type derived from the cluster analysis can be examined. First, the
percentage of chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl the well penetrated is quantified.
Figure 3.52 shows the GR histogram for the horizontal section of 2N (top) and the amount of
natural fractures per lithology (bottom). The histogram is colored per lithology as described
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Figure 3.46: Log layout detailing the entire image log of 2N.
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previously in this section where red is chalk, light blue is low GR marl, and black is high GR
marl. 798 GR measurements were measured in 2N. 24% of the well penetrated chalk, 28%
of the well penetrated low GR marl, and 48% of the penetrated high GR marl. The amount
of chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl penetrated by 2N is within 3% of 6N. Therefore,
6N and 2N penetrated nearly the same amount of chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl.
On the contrary, 2N shows a different natural fracture network than 6N. Recall, 1/4 of 6N
penetrates chalk and this portion of 6N contains 53% of the natural fractures. However,
nearly 1/4 of 2N also penetrates chalk, yet this portion of 2N contains 26% of the natural
fractures. 74% of the natural fractures are in low and high GR marls in 2N. This observation
has proven how the natural fracture network can change from well to well within relatively
the same formation.
Table 3.7: Summary of the BIL interpretation of 2N.
Feature Amount Azimuth
Open Natural Fractures 42 N50◦E





Bedding Planes 550 S55◦E
3.3.5 Summary
Well 101CD contains a poor quality image log within a well targeting the Codell Sand-
stone. 101CD contained many small faults, σH azimuth of N65
◦W, and natural fracture
azimuth of N65◦W. 101CD contained 96 natural fractures and the natural fracture intensity
is 0.036 fractures/ft (about 3.36 natural fractures per 100 ft). Well 6N contains a good
quality image log within a well targeting the Niobrara Formation. 6N contained only some
large faults, σH azimuth of N60
◦W, and conjugate natural fracture azimuths of N60◦E or
nearly perpendicular to the wellbore in an east to west direction. 6N contained 41 natural
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Figure 3.47: Dip-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of bedding planes in well
2N.
Figure 3.48: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of faults in well 2N.
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Figure 3.49: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of DITF’s in well
2N.
Figure 3.50: Azimuth-oriented rose diagram detailing the characteristics of natural fractures
in well 2N.
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Figure 3.51: Histograms detailing the quantity per dip variable for well 2N.
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Figure 3.52: Histograms detailing the natural fracture characteristics per lithology for well
2N.
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fractures and the natural fracture intensity is 0.01 fractures/ft (about 1 natural fracture per
100 ft). Well 2N contains a good quality image log within a well targeting the Niobrara
Formation, very similar to well 6N. 2N contained many faults, σH azimuth of N80
◦W, and
conjugate natural fracture azimuth of N50◦E or N80◦W, but the conjugate natural fracture
network is not as apparent as 6N. 2N contained 54 natural fractures and the natural fracture
intensity is 0.01 fractures/ft (about 1 natural fracture per 100 ft). More bedding planes
are apparent in the Niobrara targeted wells, but more natural fractures are apparent in the
Codell targeted well. Open natural fractures are much more common than sealed natural
fractures and the northwest to southeast azimuth of σH is very similar for all three wells. A
table summarizing the results of the BIL interpretation are shown in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: Summary of the BIL interpretation of 101CD, 6N, and 2N.
Category 101CD 6N 2N
Targeted Formation Codell Niobrara C Chalk Niobrara C Chalk
BIL Quality Poor High High
Natural Fracture Count 96 41 54
Natural Fracture Azimuth N65◦W N60◦W, N90◦W N50◦E, N80◦W
σH Azimuth N65
◦W N60◦W N80◦W
Fault Count 9 5 19
Natural Fracture Intensity per 100 ft. 3.6 1 1
Regarding the two Niobrara targeted wells, 2N contains 32% more natural fractures and
nearly four times as many faults compared to 6N. 6N and 2N penetrate nearly the same
amount of chalk, low GR marl, and high GR marl, although 53% of the natural fractures in
6N are located in chalk while 26% of the natural fractures in 2N are located in chalk. This
conclusion has determined that based on the cluster analysis and the BIL the chalks are not
more naturally fractured than the marls.
Regarding the Codell targeted well, it cannot be determined if the Codell Sandstone is
more or less naturally fractured than the Fort Hays Limestone since one part of the Fort
Hays is twice as naturally fractured as the other. However, the Codell has a natural fracture
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intensity of 0.036 fractures/ft. whereas both Niobrara targeted wells have a natural fracture
intensity of 0.01 fractures/ft. Consequently, the Codell is more naturally fractured than the
Niobrara C Bench based on the interpretation of the BIL. σH azimuth varies from the Fort
Hays to the Codell by about 30◦. The Fort Hays contains sealed natural fractures while the
Codell does not contain sealed natural fractures although this may be due to either lithology




Thus far cluster analysis and borehole imagery have been examined. Integrating both
cluster analysis and borehole imagery can aid in the delineation of microseismic data het-
erogeneity along the horizontal wellbore and determine factors controlling the microseismic
data recording the stimulation.
This section discusses the microseismic data heterogeneity along two wells: 6N and 2N.
The completion characteristics of 6N and 2N were designed to be identical. The horizontal
length, gallons of fluid, pounds of proppant, and stage spacing are all nearly within 10%
of each other between 6N and 2N. The number of stage locations, proppant size, proppant
type, fluid type, hole size, and completion type are the same. There are two exceptions: 6N
is drilled toe up and 2N is drilled toe down and 2N was unable to stimulate stages 4, 5, and 6
due to high wellbore pressure. The fluid and proppant from these three unstimulated stages
were utilized equally for the remaining stages of 2N. Microseismic data are not available
for 101CD and is excluded from this section. The geologic structure of Section 24 is first
discussed followed by the heterogeneity observed in the microseismic data. The factors
governing the microseismic data heterogeneity are discussed for each well.
4.1 Introduction
Section 24 contains structurally complex geology. Figure 4.1 shows a map of the micro-
seismic data of wells 6N and 2N overlain on top of coherency (White, 2015). Coherency
compares adjacent seismic waveforms using cross-correlation, semblance and eigenstructure
measures along the dip and azimuth of a seismic reflector (Chopra & Marfurt, 2007). The
seismic attribute coherency highlights the faults and grabens in Section 24. 6N is to the west
and 2N to the east. A large graben is observed perpendicular to 6N and begins to turn and
trend northeast to southwest until the graben intersects 2N. Also, notice the other numerous
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faults surrounding 6N and 2N and around Section 24. The faults and grabens of Section 24
play a particular roll in the microseismic data heterogeneity.
Figure 4.1: Curvature map overlain on top of wells 6N and 2N with their associated micro-
seismic data. Modified from White (2015).
Seismic moment (MO) is a fundamental measure of the size or strength of an earthquake
(Shemeta & Anderson, 2010) and governed by Equation 4.1
MO = µAD (4.1)
where µ is shear modulus, A is area of rupture, and D is displacement. Microseismic data
utilizes seismic moment to measure the size or strength of the stimulation. Moment mag-
nitude (MW) refers to the work of Hanks & Kanamori (1979) where they describe moment
magnitude as the amount of movement by rock and the area of the fracture or fault surface
(ESG.Solutions, 2015). (MW) is governed by Equation 4.2 and offers a quantitative value to
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log10(MO) − 6 (4.2)
The energy released per stage from the stimulation should be related to the lithology
surrounding the stage location. Chalk is a more carbonate rich, brittle rock compared to a
more clay rich, ductile marl. Chalk has a much higher Young’s Modulus (E ) compared to





where K is bulk modulus and G is the shear modulus. The difference in E between chalk
and marl can be as much at 15+ GPa in the Wattenberg Field (Maldonado et al., 2011).
Rocks with high E are stiff and help drive the extent of the fracture into the formation.
Therefore, if a given volume of chalk is stimulated the same as a given volume of marl, the
fracture should propagate further into the chalk disregarding all other factors.
4.2 Linear and Clustered Microseismic Data Heterogeneity Delineation
Figure 4.2 shows all the microseismic data for well 6N and a rose diagram showing
the azimuth of σH derived from the borehole imagery of 6N. There is a direct correlation
with the linear microseismic data trends in the microseismic data and the rose diagram
showing σH . The microseismic data trends along the wellbore vary from linear to clustered
to almost nonexistent. Microseismic data associated with each stage was visually inspected
and assigned as either linear or clustered. Figure 4.3 shows separated linear (left) and
clustered (right) microseismic data trends along the wellbore of 6N.
Figure 4.4 shows the log layout for well 6N utilized in this section. The log layout for
this section is as follows:
• Track 1: Deviation, Hole Azimuth, Tension
• Track 2: Caliper, Bit Size, Gamma Ray, Measured Depth
• Track 3: Zones (based on microseismic data)
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Figure 4.2: Microseismic data for well 6N with a rose diagram showing the azimuth of σH
derived from BIL.
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Figure 4.3: Delineated microseismic data heterogeneity observed along 6N.
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• Track 4: Static Image (with interpretation)
• Track 5: Dynamic Image (without interpretation)
• Track 6: Dip Classification, Instantaneous Shut In Pressure (ISIP)
Notice the zones in track 3 and 6 of Figure 4.4. Track 3 contains zones created in
relationship to trends occurring in the microseismic data where linear Heel represents the
linear microseismic data trends around the heel of well 6N, cluster represents the clustered
microseismic data trends relatively in the middle of 6N, linear Toe represents the linear
microseismic data trends around the toe of 6N, and low Pump represents the zone at the toe
of the well not utilized due to low pump rates. Track 6 shows the natural fracture and fault
interpretations from BIL’s. Rose diagrams and histograms are extracted for natural fractures
from each zone (excluding low Pump zone) and placed alongside 6N with its associated
microseismic data trend as shown in Figure 4.5. Each rose diagram and histogram represent
the natural fracture network present in the microseismic data trend next to it. The blue
(open natural fractures) and turquoise (sealed natural fractures) rose diagrams show the
azimuth of natural fractures. The histograms are scaled from 0-25. The first five stages at
the toe of 6N are not utilized since the pump rate during stimulation is less compared to the
rest of the stages in 6N (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.5 shows both linear microseismic data trends at the heel and toe of well 6N have
a single east to west trending natural fracture network. The linear microseismic data trends
also parallel σH . The clustered microseismic data trends have a conjugate natural fracture
network and an increase in the amount of natural fractures. The histograms sum together
for a total of 41 natural fractures for both linear and clustered microseismic data trends.
The clustered microseismic data trends in the middle of well 6N contain 68% of the natural
fractures interpreted along the wellbore whereas the linear microseismic data trends at the
toe of the well contain 20% of the natural fractures and the linear microseismic data trends
at the heel of the well contain 12% of the natural fractures.
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Figure 4.4: Log layout detailing BIL interpretation for the natural fractures and faults of
6N.
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Figure 4.5: Delineated microseismic data heterogeneity observed along 6N with rose diagrams
and histograms detailing the characteristics of natural fractures per microseismic data trend.
Figure 4.6: Pump rate for well 6N during stimulation.
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Well 2N shows a similar comparison to 6N. Figure 4.7 shows all the microseismic data
for 2N and a rose diagram showing the azimuth of σH derived from the borehole imagery
of 2N. Once again, there is a direct correlation with the linear microseismic data trends
in the microseismic data and the rose diagram showing σH , which is similar to 6N. The
microseismic data are heterogeneous along the wellbore, but the events are more constrained
around the wellbore. Figure 4.8 shows the separated linear and clustered microseismic data
trends along the wellbore of 2N. Linear and clustered microseismic data trends are not as
apparent in 2N compared to 6N.
Notice the zones in track 3 and 6 of Figure 4.9. Track 3 contains zones created in
relationship to trends occurring in the microseismic data where linear represents the linear
microseismic data trends of 2N and cluster represents the clustered microseismic data trends
of 2N. Once again, track 6 shows the natural fracture and fault interpretations from BIL’s.
Rose diagrams and histograms are extracted for natural fractures from each zone and placed
alongside 2N with its associated microseismic data trend as shown in Figure 4.10. The blue
(open natural fractures) and turquoise (sealed natural fractures) rose diagrams show the
azimuth of natural fractures. The histograms are scaled from 0-45. The first six stages at
the toe of 2N are not utilized because the pump rate during stimulation is less compared to
the rest of the stages in 2N or unstimulated due to high wellbore pressure (Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.10 shows the linear microseismic data trends have no natural fracture network
and parallel σH while the clustered microseismic data trends have a conjugate natural fracture
network, although the conjugate natural fracture network displayed in the rose diagram is
not as apparent as 6N. The histograms sum together for a total natural fracture count of
48. The clustered microseismic data trends contain all of the natural fractures interpreted
along the wellbore whereas the linear microseismic data trends contain no natural fractures.
These results are similar to the results of 6N.
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Figure 4.7: Microseismic data for well 2N with a rose diagram showing the azimuth of σH
derived from BIL.
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Figure 4.8: Delineated microseismic data heterogeneity observed along 2N.
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Figure 4.9: Log layout detailing BIL interpretation for the natural fractures and faults of
2N.
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Figure 4.10: Delineated microseismic data heterogeneity observed along 2N with rose dia-
grams and histograms detailing the characteristics of natural fractures per microseismic data
trend.
Figure 4.11: Pump rate for well 2N during stimulation.
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4.3 Microseismic Magnitude as a Function of Lithology
The horizontal section of a well can traverse tens of feet from the heel to the toe of the
well and undulate in and out of the pay. Undulation and geologic structure cause horizontal
wells to penetrate varying lithology as shown by the cluster analysis of wells 6N and 2N. As
a result, the stage locations along the horizontal section of the well are in and out of the
pay and stimulated in varying lithology. Microseismic magnitude should be dependent on
the lithology if the completions are similar for each stage.
MW is a value calculated directly from MO. MW is the amount energy produced by
an earthquake or stimulated fracture. The energy produced from a stimulated fracture
is dependent upon the lithology surrounding the stimulated fracture and thus the lithology
surrounding the stage location. Stages located in either chalk, low GR marl, or high GR marl
should have an effect on the stimulation and hence on the microseismic data recording the
stimulation. The average amount of energy released per stage location can be determined
by averaging the MW for each stage location. Furthermore, since the lithology has been
determined for each stage location (Chapter 2) the average MW for stage locations in chalk,
low GR marl, and high GR marl can be quantified. Table 4.1 shows the average moment
magnitude for stage locations in either chalk, low GR marl, or high GR marl in wells 6N
and 2N.
Table 4.1: Summary of average moment magnitudes for each lithology in wells 6N and 2N
Lithology Average MW (6N) Average MW (2N)
Chalk -0.158 -0.566
Low GR Marl -0.182 -0.503
High GR Marl -0.313 -0.433
The numbers are negative, but this is expected since the data recorded from the micro-
seismic data are rather small compared to a typical earthquake. In addition, MW is a log
scale relationship and not a linear relationship. The stage locations in chalk in well 6N have
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6% higher average MW compared to low GR marl stage locations and 43% higher average
MW compared to high GR marl stage locations. On the other hand, 2N shows the opposite
effect compared to 6N. The stage locations in chalk in well 2N have 16% lower average MW
compared to low GR marl and 36% lower average MW compared to the high GR marl.
There is an opposite relationship with the average MW as a function of lithology between
wells 6N and 2N, although 2N contains four times as many faults as 6N. The faults intersect-
ing 2N cause an increase in instantaneous shut in pressure (ISIP) as shown in Figure 4.12.
Track 5 shows the locations of faults (purple) interpreted from BIL and the ISIP values per
stage along the horizontal section of the well. The faults are concentrated around the highest
ISIP measurements along the well. Stimulation relies on the assumption that ISIP is equal or
close to the minimum horizontal stress acting perpendicular to an induced fracture (Gronseth
& Kry, 1983). If the minimum horizontal stress acting perpendicular to an induced fracture
is increased due to the presence of faults in 2N, this may retard fracture propagation and
thus retard the stimulation. Therefore, the microseismic data recording the stimulation may
be affected by the 19 faults intersecting 2N. The amount of faults intersecting 2N compared
to 6N is shown in space in Figure 4.13.
4.4 Production Similarities of Wells 6N and 2N
The analysis presented in the study thus far has shown interesting results, but the results
should try to be utilized to understand production and improve hydrocarbon recovery.
Figure 4.14 shows the production of wells 6N and 2N. The production difference between
6N and 2N is about 10%. Recall 2N has three unstimulated stages at the toe of the well.
Three stages account for nearly 10% of the stages in 2N. This simple observation of the three
unstimulated stages in 2N is believed to govern the production difference between 6N and
2N.
However, if the three unstimulated stages of 2N are not a factor of production, it is
possible that the amount of natural fractures in chalk per well could explain the production.
Marl is ductile compared to chalk and may close natural fractures over time. Thus, if there
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Figure 4.12: Log layout detailing BIL interpretation for only faults of 2N.
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Figure 4.13: 3D visualization of 6N and 2N with faults interpreted from BIL.
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are more natural fractures in the chalk of well 6N compared to well 2N, it is possible that
more fractures remain open in 6N and could explain the difference in production between 6N
and 2N. The total amount of natural fractures and type of natural fractures are very similar
between 6N and 2N. Each well also penetrated about the same percentage of chalk, low GR
marl, and high GR marl, although the chalk in 6N contains 53% of the total natural fractures
while the chalk in 2N contains 29% of the total natural fractures. On the other hand, there
is only about 1 natural fracture per 100 ft for 6N and 2N based on BIL. Consequently, since
there are so few natural fractures in each well, natural fractures may not be a major factor
of production as previously expected. Future recommendations to determine the factors
governing production of 6N and 2N is discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 4.14: Production of wells 6N and 2N.
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4.5 Summary
The integration of microseismic data with horizontal borehole imagery and cluster anal-
ysis has been discussed. First is the summary of linear versus clustered microseismic data
trends followed by the summary of microseismic magnitude as a function of lithology.
Linear microseismic data trends were discriminated from clustered microseismic data
trends in wells 6N and 2N. Linear microseismic data trends lack a natural fracture network
and are affected by and parallel σH while clustered microseismic data trends are due to the
existence of conjugate natural fractures and increased amount of natural fractures.
Microseismic data magnitude in stage locations within chalk in well 6N have higher
average MW than low GR marl and even higher average MW than high GR marl. 2N
shows an opposite relationship with stage locations within chalk having a lower average
MW compared to low GR marls and even lower average MW than high GR marl. This is
believed to be attributed to the 19 faults intersecting 2N causing an increase in minimum
horizontal stress and effecting the stimulation. The increase in minimum horizontal stress
retards fracture propagation and thus retards the stimulation. Therefore, the microseismic
data that recorded the stimulation will not be representative of the average MW per lithology.
The production differences between 6N and 2N are believed to be governed by the three




Microseismic data can be delineated by characterizing the lithology and geological struc-
ture along the horizontal section of the wellbore by utilizing cluster analysis and horizontal
borehole imagery coupled with completion specifications. In addition, horizontal borehole
imagery and cluster analysis quantified the amount of natural fractures per lithology along
two horizontal wells. Finally, horizontal borehole imagery showed the azimuth and amount
of bedding planes, faults, drilling induced transverse fractures, and natural fractures for the
Niobrara C Bench, Codell Sandstone, and the Fort Hays Limestone.
The following conclusions are drawn from this study:
• Utilizing a vertical well derived, horizontal well applied cluster analysis can delineate
stage locations as a function of lithology resulting in the number of stage locations in
and out of the pay (Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10).
• The Codell Sandstone contains more natural fractures compared to the Niobrara C
Bench.
• The Codell Sandstone contains no sealed natural fractures (Figure 3.36). The Niobrara
C Bench contains sealed natural fractures in both the chalks and the marls (Figure 3.44,
Figure 3.52).
• The Niobrara C Bench chalk does not necessarily contain more natural fractures than
either low or high GR marls based on borehole imagery and cluster analysis (Fig-
ure 3.44, Figure 3.52).
• The azimuth of maximum horizontal stress changes little from well to well and trends
generally northwest to southeast (Figure 3.32 , Figure 3.41 , Figure 3.49).
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• Linear microseismic data trends lack natural fractures and are affected by and parallel
σH while clustered microseismic data trends are due to conjugate natural fractures and
increased amount of natural fractures (Figure 4.5, Figure 4.10).
• Microseismic magnitude is influenced by the lithology and structure along the horizon-
tal section of a well. Stages within lithologies of high Young’s Modulus cause a higher
microseismic magnitude unless faults intersect the wellbore and increase the minimum
horizontal stress, retarding fracture propagation from the stimulation.
Integrating data across multiple disciplines to solve multi-variate problems is absolutely
essential to understand unconventional petroleum reservoirs. Microseismic data are the real
time recording of the subsurface reaction to stimulation and the stimulation is affected by the
lithology and structure intersected by the wellbore. Quantifying the lithology and structure
penetrated by the wellbore and integrating with microseismic data can help understand the
effectiveness of the stimulation. This can help guide completions to recover more hydrocar-
bons in future wells and future reservoirs.
Areas of clustered microseismic data trends show presence of conjugate natural fracture
networks and an increase in the amount of natural fractures. The increase in natural fractures
implies more volume is available for fluid and proppant to fill and thus a suggestion to
stimulate clustered microseismic areas with a larger volume of fluid and proppant to account
for the increase in volume. Areas of linear microseismic data trends are believed to open
a smaller volume of area due to the lack of natural fracture networks and thus may not
need as much fluid and proppant volume. In conclusion, fluid and proppant volume should
be designed to stimulate stages as a function of geology instead of designing each stage
mathematically with the same volume of proppant and fluid. This will not decrease fluid
and proppant cost, but may increase ultimate hydrocarbon recovery by stimulating stages
requiring a larger volume of fluid and proppant by which is more profitable due to the
possibility of increasing the ultimate hydrocarbon recovery.
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The Wattenberg project can move forward with the results and suggestions provided
from this study. The limitations of the data, how the data was utilized, and how the results
were derived must be fully understood to continue with this work.
To further characterize the Niobrara Formation, the Codell Sandstone, and Section 24
the following should be considered:
• Perform horizontal cluster analysis across all eleven wells in Section 24 and compare
to microseismic data to better determine the delineation between linear and clustered
microseismic data trends.
• Study microseismic data in section view to quantify fracture height and better deter-
mine where microseismic data is located lithologically.
• Investigate microfractures, fractures below borehole image log resolution, to see if they
are a major factor of production.
• Statistically characterize bedding planes in the horizontal sections of 6N and 2N since
fluids prefer to move along bedding planes and may be a factor of production.
• Use cuttings from the horizontal section of the eleven wells in Section 24 to measure
porosity, porosity distribution, clay content, fluid type and properties, etc. to see how
petrophysical properties change along the wellbore and laterally across Section 24.
These properties or change in these properties may be a factor of production.
• Utilize the available seismic data in Section 24 to determine if the areas with increased
amount of natural fractures can be interpreted with seismic data.
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